Abstract
Introduction
With the development of IPTV [1] and Internet technology, as well as mobile intelligent terminal growing popularity, most traditional home television users have started to use TV settop boxes, smart televisions, smart mobile devices and personal computers to watch different kinds of digital TV programs via the Internet. According to "Research report of the 2010 Chinese Internet users in network video applications" [2] , as of Dec 2010, the size of domestic online video users reached 284 million, media consumption habits of online video users are changing, online video media has become the main channel for Internet users to gain movies, TV, video and other digital contents. A variety of digital content access channels provide much convenience for piracy groups, that digital content can be easily pirated from the Internet by downloading and recording, which caused enormous benefit losses to content providers. For the healthy development of IPTV services, IPTV digital rights management systems should be introduced to prevent illegal copying by increasing the technical threshold.
At the aspect of access control, some techniques [3] - [6] use smart cards or USB-KEY to restrict watching TV programs. But these methods are not enough to solve the security problems faced by the IPTV system. Therefore, there have been many researches and development of IPTV DRM in academia and industry fields, and great progress has been achieved. In academia, the DRM system reference models and frameworks were discussed in the literatures [7] - [10] . To encrypt the digital content and ensure the copyright of digital content can be tracked [11] . A reliable and flexible DRM system was proposed for home users in several scenarios [12] . To improve the security of the DRM architecture, the TPM-based DRM system framework was proposed [13] . There is also great progress in the industry and standard-setting, and some well-known companies and research institutions have released their digital copyright protection products and systems, such as Microsoft WMRM [7] , RealNetworks Helix DRM [14] , the Hep of Geneva university [15] , the SUMMER of Twente university [16] , and so on. Domestic units such as the University of Hong Kong [17] and the Chinese Academy of Sciences Institute of Computing Technology [18, 19] have also developed their own DRM system. In order to facilitate their products to dominate the market, some countries or organizations have launched their own DRM standards, such as OMA [20] , AVS [21] , etc.
However, some existing solutions can't fully meet the copyright protection needs of IPTV system, or can't take into account both access control and content encryption, or only support static media file protection while not supporting the media streams, or traditional encryption require high efficiency. In response to these problems, this paper proposes an alternative IPTV DRM system architecture to protect IPTV digital content. Because IPTV always includes VOD and live programs, different encryption methods are designed to protect different kinds of programs in the proposed architecture respectively. For VOD programs using complete encryption to improve security, while lightweight partial encryption for live programs. Finally, the IPTV DRM prototype system was implemented in the proposed framework, and experimental results show the system achieved the purpose of copyright protection.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next chapter describes the design goals and the overall architecture of the proposed IPTV DRM system. Section 3 discusses how to protect IPTV programs in the IPTV DRM system. Section 4 presents and analyzes the experimental results of running IPTV DRM system. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
Design Goals and Overall Architecture

Design Goals
In the proposed IPTV DRM system, to protect the storage and transmission of digital content security, encryption means are used to protect media stream. Taking into account the VOD and live media streams in the IPTV system, it can be achieved the encryption and packaging for VOD digital content and then uploads the encrypted media files to the streaming media server for distribution. While the lightweight content partial encryption is used in live programs, this method not only disrupt the illegal users to access data viewing, but also better meet the realtime requirements of live streams. In addition, the identity of content providers and authorized users are embedded to media content, so that media stream's copyright can be tracked. To prevent unauthorized users random access to IPTV system, each participant registered in the system and held a binding digital certificate after registration. The user terminal can get program list but can't directly watch decrypted media programs. The terminal users can normally watch protected IPTV programs only after the authorization of IPTV DRM system and get the decryption key. Above all, in the proposed IPTV DRM system, digital programs are encrypted and only authorized users can view, diverse and flexible rights management based on groups is also presented to isolate end-users. The means of programs protection are focused on in this paper and the details of other functions are not discussed. 1) In the IPTV DRM system, a personal PC is selected as a content provider to supply digital programs to the system. Provider holds the digital certificate and logins in the management platform page of IPTV DRM system and then uploads plaintext media contents to the content protection server. Content-IDs and the content-keys are generated in the content protection server, after that uses the content-keys to encrypt the media contents. Content-IDs and contentkeys are saved in the databases of the DRM service center. Encrypted digital contents are sent to the streaming server and recorded in the program management server to generate corresponding broadcast addresses of the digital contents, such as: "rtsp://192.168.1.111/xx_id", where "xx" represents the original digital content of the file name, and the "id" represents the content-ID of the digital content in the system.
The Overall Architecture
2) Before the user terminal access program menus, end-user should use mail address, phone number and so on to register and obtain a digital certificate as the identity of the participants in the IPTV DRM system. The digital certificate is encrypted before downloading to the user terminal to prevent modifying the digital certificate. The user terminal gains program list from DRM program management server when playing programs. It's assumed that the terminal is already installed the player with DRM capabilities, the user can choose the program that he or she wants to play in the program list, and end-player request to play digital content from streaming server after get the program address.
3) When the streaming server receives a play request, server firstly returns SDP (Session Description Protocol) [22] of program to the user terminal. The end-player can obtain various properties of the digital content from the SDP.
4) When the user terminal receives the SDP information and knows the program content is encrypted, the user terminal sends request to the DRM service center for identity and permission authentication. Identity of the end-user is verified by IPTV DRM system, and confirmed whether the end-user has permission to play the digital content.
5) Terminal requests content-key from the key management server after certified by system, and then the key management subsystem of DRM service center sends the encrypted and encoded content-key to the legitimate user terminal.
6) The user terminal continues to request data from streaming server after receiving the content-key and uses the content-key obtained in step 5 to decrypt and play the protected digital content.
Content Protection Mechanisms
To realize the copyright protection of digital content and reduce the overhead of encryption in the IPTV system, a hybrid encryption method is proposed to protect digital content of IPTV in this paper. One method named complete encryption with stronger interference is used for VOD content. The other named adaptive partial encryption with low complexity is used for live streams. Because live streams require high real-time, complete encryption can't reach real-time requirements. Therefore, the adaptive partial encryption is designed in this paper to protect content and reduce the overhead of encryption. The following parts of this paper will introduce how to archive content protection using these two methods.
VOD Content Encryption
Because VOD content is usually stored as static file in IPTV system, the encryption for VOD content means encryption for static file. In this paper, the encryption is accomplished by the content protection server of the IPTV DRM system. Considering that there are different kinds of media formats while uploading files by content providers, and in order to reduce development difficulty, the current IPTV DRM system only supports the MP4 file format (audio AAC, video MPEG-4, hereinafter referred to as MP4), all non-MP4 files should be default formatted to MP4 by IPTV DRM system.
There are some reasons that IPTV DRM system generating ID for every digital program. Firstly, in order to establish mapping relationships between digital programs, content-keys, program addresses and users. The second one is to facilitate the rapid extraction of the digital content corresponding to the key. Thirdly, the user's permissions can be queried rapidly. Finally, to prevent any end-user with download permission to randomly publish copyright-protected media files.
MP4 files with relatively fixed file format, audio and video content stored in different tracks, each track contains a number of chunks, and each chunk contains some samples. There is some information of sample stored within the file elsewhere, such as size, timestamp, type, whether the key video frames and so on [23] . It will destroy the sample information stored in the MP4 file if the entire file is completely encrypted. Therefore, the encryption operations of MP4 file only happen in audio and video samples. To keep the MP4 file format can be hinted, distributed, received and decrypted, the new MP4 file should be created before encryption. And then parse the type of tracks in MP4 file, audio and video samples are respectively encrypted, next step is to save the encryption parameters in the new MP4 file. Finally, IPTV DRM system hints the new MP4 file and makes it can be distributed on a streaming sever. Stage 1: reading MP4 file. By parsing the input MP4 file to get file structure and find the location of the samples. According to the various properties of the source file, a new MP4 file is created to fill encrypted samples.
Content encryption
Stage 2: generating cipher container. After MP4 file parsing is complete, read the audio and video track from the source file and generate an encryption container combine with the content provider's identity information. Content-ID is generated in the encryption container, and container use random function to output a 128bit content-key k c . The content protection server registers content-ID and k c to the key management server, then the end-user's identity and right information will be sent and registered to the right management server.
Stage 3: writing cipher parameters. Samples are encrypted by a strong cipher, such as AES or 3DES, and the information of version, length of reference string, encryption algorithm and so on are initialized to the new MP4 file before encryption. In addition, the key management server address information is written to the new MP4 file, so that the terminal can obtain media attributes from the SDP received from streaming server. The SDP also includes the flag of whether the media stream was encrypted and the address of the key management server.
Stage 4: content encryption. In the cipher container, it can respectively encrypt audio and video sample of source MP4 file, and this supports three modes: video encryption, audio encryption and the encryption of both of them, while content encryption in this paper means the third mode. Fig.3 describes the implementation operations of MP4 file content encryption. 
Among them, R 1 is a reference string generated when encrypting each sample, P i (i=1,2,...,n) are plaintext sample and partition into 128 bit sub-groups, n is the number of sub-group, R i contains the reference information needed to decrypt each cipher block except k c . E() is encryption function, '⊕' is the XOR operation. S i (i=1,2,...,n) are the encrypted sub-groups by using R i and k c , C i (i=1,2,...,n) are the cipher text sub-groups finally need to be filled in new MP4 file that XOR with P i and S i . In the decryption of the user terminal, an authorized user needs to obtain the k c then the decryption process is symmetric to the encryption processes.
Stage 5: Hint. After encryption and writing cipher text to new MP4 file, the Hint operation will add Hint tracks to MP4 file, Hint tracks are produced by referencing audio and video tracks which tell the streaming server how to package the MP4 file and add the session descriptions (used by SDP).
Live Content Encryption
Because the live stream is usually provided from the video capture cards, satellite signals, the Internet or other equipments, end-users require more real-time to watch live programs. There are some differences in the clarity of IPTV live media streams, and with the increase of network bandwidth, the clarity of live streams are also increased. It will increase the overhead of IPTV DRM system and the delay of user terminal if all media streams using the unified complete encryption. This paper presents an adaptive partial encryption to protect live streams, and unauthorized users can be interfered by encrypted live streams.
Set F s =(F 1 ,...,F i ,...,F m ) is the source video frames in a live stream, the video resolution is D and C s =(C 1 ,...,C r ,...,C k ) is the encrypted video frames. Because end-users may use mobile devices and highdefinition digital TV to watch IPTV programs, while the clarity of programs is often not the same, users may choose a different definition programs according to their own network conditions. Here assume several common resolutions (480×360, 640×480, 1280×720) to indicate the clarity of the programs, to facilitate description, the value of resolutions are expressed as D= (360, 480, 720) . Set b is the confounding factor of algorithm, when the test range of b is b= (2,4,8 ) the interference can achieve good effect from the experimental effect of the later chapters. The higher video resolution of D is, the greater value of b is, because human eyes need more frames to obtain complete picture if the video with higher resolution, so the appropriate increase the interval of frame encryption in higher resolution video streams can achieve the purpose of interference non-authorized users and reduce system overhead. Here, C r =E(F i ) is the cipher frames encrypted by video frame 
Experimental Results and Analysis
Experimental Description
The content providers can upload common media files or add live stream addresses to IPTV DRM in the experiments of IPTV DRM system. The provider registered and released programs by using browser in the Linux or Windows machines to access program management platform. The functional components of the streaming server and DRM service center are running on commercial servers with Linux, the user terminal running on ordinary PCs and commercial settop boxes with Linux. The DRM service center and streaming server are interconnection through 100MBps networks, content providers and end-users respectively connect to streaming server and DRM service center with 10MBps networks.
If the user terminal doesn't have a valid digital certificate, the terminal will not be able to access the IPTV DRM system. If the user terminal obtains a valid digital certificate but the permission is not enough to play or authorization is expired, then the terminal can't gain media data and k c , even if the terminal obtains program data by some means, the program data is complete encryption or partial encryption and can't be played smoothly in the terminal.
In the experiment, the AES algorithm was used to encrypt digital content. The program with resolution D=720 was completely encrypted in VOD test. The live data stream was imitated by hinting and sampling from video file in content provider's machine, then forwarded the data stream to content protection server. The video resolution D=(360,480,720) of live stream including three types, algorithm confounding factor was b= (2, 4, 8) , and using partial encryption. VOD and live programs were separately tested and played cipher data in unauthorized terminal, verifying the efficacy and security by the effect of playing programs.
Results and Analysis
Through the previous descriptions, the complete encryption was used in VOD programs, the user can't normally watch programs if the user terminal did not obtain the k c . Figure 4 is the normal playing screen of user terminal, and the right side is the unauthorized user's screen, the effect of playing encrypted content is the same as Figure 4 (b) in the other players, such as the Windows Media Player, MPlayer, VLC media player and so on. In other words, unauthorized users can't view the protected digital content in the IPTV DRM system.
For live streams, the experiments mainly concern the effects of playing protected streams that obtained by unauthorized users. In order to illustrate the protective effects of the partial encryption, three tests were completed for unauthorized user obtained the same video with D=480 and protected by different values of the confounding factors b= (2, 4, 8) . Figure 5 . Adaptive partial encryption (1) Figure 5 shows the different effect of adaptive partial encryption, authorized users decrypted to play the protected media is shown in Figure 5 (c), unauthorized users only viewed the pictures as shown from Figure 5 (d) to (f) with b= (2, 4, 8) to protect digital content. While the experimental results of different resolution D= (360, 480, 720) with the same b=8 to disturb unauthorized users' view are shown in Figure 6 .
(g) (h) (j) Figure 6 . Adaptive partial encryption (2) As the pictures shown in Figure 6 and Figure 5 , for the media streams with the same resolution and use different interference factor to encrypt, the ambiguity of video that unauthorized terminal can see is different, with the increasing of b the ambiguity is reducing. While encrypting video stream with different resolutions use same confounding factor b, the higher resolution the greater ambiguity.
The experimental results show that the proposed IPTV DRM system can choose different protection modes in different scenarios. Unauthorized end-users can't see any video pictures from completely encrypted programs and only get fuzzy video images when obtained partial encrypted programs. The ambiguity can be automatically adjusted according to the video resolution, and this method has better adaptability and practicality compare with traditional complete encryption.
Conclusion
The development process of IPTV faces the copyright protection problems such as unauthorized access, copying, dissemination etc. A novel IPTV DRM system architecture is proposed with access control and content protection in this paper. Because there are typically VOD and live programs in IPTV systems, the method that different types of programs use different encryption modes to meet the needs of content protection in IPTV DRM systems is presented. The complete encryption with more security is used to protect VOD programs, and the lightweight adaptive partial encryption is used to protect live programs. Finally, the IPTV DRM prototype system was implemented in the proposed framework, and the experimental results show that the system achieves the purpose of digital content protection, get a better balance between security and practicality, compared with the complete encryption method, the approach proposed in this paper has better adaptability and practicality. 
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